
Please see form letter below & e mail contacts for e mails demanding our 
fishery be opened . It's obvious by the on going chinook fishery that our 
allotment has been given to First Nations. We have demonstrated the 
most effective selective chinook fishery of any sector & our potential 
chinook catch is minor compared to current First Nations catches. We 
have respected conservation concerns all summer but current netting & 
sales on the street in Chilliwack with virtually zero enforcement would 
certainly suggest that conservation concerns are over, thus our fishery 
should be open. 

We are desperately trying to save our Fraser River sport fishery which 
has been restricted more every year & appears it will disappear totally in 
future years. Many of us learned to fish as kids on the Fraser River. 
Remember your area could be next. We need everyone's support . Please 
forward to your respective organizations & individuals who share our 
concern 

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
____________________ 

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
____________________ 

  

Dear: Minister, MP, MLA, Premier etc 

" I am writing to express my dismay and concern about 
the Fraser River recreational salmon fishing remaning 
closed despite considerable fishing by other sectors. 
While we are appreciative of conservation concerns, the 
on-going salmon netting and noticably active local 
salmon sales suggest that conservation concerns have 
been met. With plentiful stocks of pink salmon entering 
the river our fishery must be opened immediately. 

The Fraser River salmon sport fishery is a priceless 
resource and a valued Canadian heritage. The benefits 
of fishing have been demonstrated as extremely 
important to family bonding and provides inexpensive 



holiday opportunity. With children soon to return to 
school this opportunity is fast closing. 

Our sector has been actively suggesting to DFO that we 
can use angling methods in conjunction with area 
closures that have been used by DFO in the past to fish 
selectively. Our offers of support have not been 
accepted by DFO including our offer to fund and monitor 
a "Demonstration fishery" which would further prove 
our virtual zero impact on sockeye stocks. 

As my elected official (Minister, MP. MLA etc) I ask that 
our fishery be opened immediately. Your prompt 
consideration of this request is greatly appreciated." 

 
Hon. Dominic Leblanc Federal Fisheries Minister 
dominic.leblanc@parl.gc.ca 

Hon John Horgan Premier premier@gov.bc.ca 

Todd Doherty Conservative Fisheries Critic 
Todd.Doherty@parl.gc.ca 

Hon. Doug Donaldson Minister MLFNR 
doug.donaldsonMLA@leg.bc.ca 

Terry Beech DFO Parliamentary Sec. Terry.Beech@parl.gc.ca 

Rebecca Reid DFO RDG Pacific Region Rebecca.reid@dfo-
mpo.gc.ca 

	


